Missouri State University
Spring 2011 Graduation Candidates
(Sorted by Hometown)

State and County of Primary Residence: APO
City: APO
Sydney E Carlile, BS
Louie A Fuertes, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: AK-Anchorage
City: Anchorage
Koriel C Banet, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Connie R Martie, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Baxter
City: Gassville
Jennifer D Woodell, BS, in the Honors College
City: Mountain Home
Michael C Holth, MACC, in the Honors College Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Benton
City: Bella Vista
Ashley A Roe, MAT
City: Bentonville
Rebekah O Cole, BA
Nicholas A Faber, BA
Cody B Kirby, BS
Stephen R Owen, BS
Amy C Taylor, BSED, Cum Laude
City: Centerton
Timothy D Steinmeier, MBA
City: Rogers
Virginia L Dyer, MA
Chad R Peachey, BS, in the Honors College
Eric A Washburn, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Boone
City: Everton
Anthony T Jimenez, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
City: Harrison
Anne K Dezort, BS
Hannah C Mayo, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Tonia M Stokes, DPT
City: Omaha
Theresa M Bettmann, BA, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Fulton
City: Mammoth Spring
Courtney Faye Combs, BSED, Cum Laude

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Garland
  City:  Hot Springs  
  Brandi R Huddleston, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Greene
  City:  Springfield  
  Krishna Prasanth Dhandapani, MS  
  Krishna Prasanth Dhandapani, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Pulaski
  City:  Little Rock  
  Kanome V Jones, BFA, Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Sebastian
  City:  Fort Smith  
  Jarid M Kinder, BS  
  Kendra N Roberts, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Sharp
  City:  Ash Flat  
  Nathan T Traw, BS
  City:  Ravenden  
  Ryan T Kemp, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Washington
  City:  Springdale  
  Rachel E Gerrard, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
  Taylor J Sappenfield, BSN, Cum Laude  
  Rebecca L Smith, BSN, Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-White
  City:  Beebe  
  Levi Thomas Hill, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  AZ-Maricopa
  City:  Chandler  
  Jason R Branson, DPT
  City:  Scottsdale  
  Xinyi Zhang, BS, Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  CA-Contra Costa
  City:  Walnut Creek  
  Gregory B Robins, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  CA-Los Angeles
  City:  Lawndale  
  Rachel Renee Canty, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  CA-Riverside
  City:  Palm Desert  
  Sarah J Stricker, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  CA-San Diego
  City:  San Diego  
  Nuouu Shi, BS

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  CA-Shasta
   City:  Anderson
          Andrew J Watkins, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  China
   City:  Dalian
          Siyao An, BS, Magna Cum Laude
          Roby Chandra, BS
          Hong Nan Chen, BS
          Xinran Chen, BS
          Cheong Choi, BS
          Mengwei Deng, BS
          Metta Djauhari, BS
          Ruixia Du, BS
          Albert Enggar, BS
          Chengze Gao, BS
          Liya Geng, BS
          Felix Gozali, BS
          Ziwei Guo, BS
          Jiangxue Han, BS
          Tianshui Han, BS
          Pietro Hardi, BS
          Hong He, BS
          Junhyeong Heo, BS
          Jingwen Hu, BS, Cum Laude
          Yupei Huang, BS, Cum Laude
          Hongyu Jia, BS
          Yangyang Jiang, BS
          Yingying Jiang, BS
          Yiyi Jiang, BS
          Di Kang, BS
          Sumin Kang, BS
          Xiaoying Kang, BS, Summa Cum Laude
          Hui Li, BS
          Meng Meng Li, BS
          Rui Li, BS
          Wan Lin, BS
          Fangyuan Liu, BS
          Huiming Liu, BS
          Jia Liu, BS
          Jiaxin Liu, BS
          Lu Liu, BS
          Qian Liu, BS, Summa Cum Laude
          Si Jia Liu, BS
          Xue Luo, BS
          Nkama Mutale, BS
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State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Broward
    City: Fort Lauderdale
    Linda S Covey, MA

    City: Hollywood
    Jerod A Mendolia, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Duval
    City: Jacksonville
    Benjamin Eugene Weide, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Hillsborough
    City: Tampa
    Jonathan T Davis, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Pasco
    City: New Port Richey
    Thomas C Zongas, MS

    City: Wesley Chapel
    Ashley A Diaz, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Santa Rosa
    City: Navarre
    Gabrielle Lee Glaze, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Volusia
    City: Deltona
    Tracey L Rainey, MAT

State and County of Primary Residence: GA-Greene
    City: Springfield
    Michaela Jungbluth, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: GA-Lee
    City: Leesburg
    Micheal J Daniels, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: GA-Richmond
    City: Augusta
    Mamtha Balla, MPH

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Lee
    City: Fort Madison
    Kirsten L Babcock, BSN

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Linn
    City: Marion
    Bethany L Fuller, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Polk
    City: Ankeny
    Casey M Watson, BS

    City: West des Moines
    Aaron M Kruse, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Scott
    City: Davenport
    Amber M Levetzow, MM
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State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Adams
   City:  Quincy
          Jessica R Cannell, BSED, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Cook
   City:  Hoffman Estates
          Emily L Sturnfield, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Logan
   City:  Lincoln
          Curt A Courtwright, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Macon
   City:  Decatur
          Margaret A Baldwin, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College With Distinction in Religious Studies
   City:  Maroa
          Katrina L Ollesch, BS, Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Madison
   City:  Alton
          Jennifer Demunbrun, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
          Meagan R Fredrick, BS
          Katie E Sheahan, BFA, Cum Laude
   City:  Edwardsville
          Francesca L Moody, BS
   City:  Godfrey
          Sydney B Scheiter, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Mchenry
   City:  Woodstock
          Claire E McGraw, BA, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Mclean
   City:  Normal
          Spencer O Johnson, MA

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Mercer
   City:  Sherrard
          Mark H Boehmer, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Monroe
   City:  Columbia
          Zachary M Devenport, BS
          Katherine M Neff, MACC
          Ann F Taylor, BS
          Kathrene D Valentine, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
          Samantha Valentine, BFA
   City:  Waterloo
          Karen A Eversman, BS
          Brittany L Hempen, BS
          Kady E Lerch, BSED
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State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Morgan
  City:  Jacksonville
        Joshua R Maas, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Ogle
  City:  Oregon
        Kara A Barringer, BSN, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Saint Clair
  City:  Belleville
        Chad J Brucker, BS
        Robert W Lindsley, MS
        Katherine Shellenberg, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

  City:  Fairview Heights
        Lindsay M Pirtle, BS, Cum Laude

  City:  O Fallon
        Megan R Schulte, BSED

  City:  Saint Libory
        Lindsey N Recker, BS, Cum Laude

  City:  Swansea
        Elizabeth A Brooks, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Will
  City:  Plainfield
        Bryan P Bigger, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence:  IN-Porter
  City:  Porter
        Eric N Crownover, MS
        Ryan Niepokoj Crownover, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IN-Posey
  City:  Mount Vernon
        Wendy L Youngblood, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Atchison
  City:  Nortonville
        Amanda S Niemann, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Barton
  City:  Claflin
        Roxanne N Stiles, BS, Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Butler
  City:  Benton
        Victor Riffel, MS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Crawford
  City:  Pittsburg
        Amber J Hughes, MSW
        Brenda R Hughes, MSW

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Douglas
  City:  Lawrence
        Ashley M Mayer, BS, Cum Laude
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State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Johnson
City:  Lenexa
       Barry J Birkmeyer, BS
       Kyle C Dixon, BS, Cum Laude
       Benjamin M Sieve, BS, Cum Laude
       Rene M Smith, BS, Cum Laude
City:  Olathe
       Justine A Cone, BS
City:  Overland Park
       John Steven Bowman, MA
       Nicole M Huitt, MBA
       Ryan F Jehle, MBA, Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude
       Ryan F Jehle, BS, Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude
       Diane E Markley, MM
       Eric W Morrow, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
       Nathan K Roberts, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
       Andrea Rowe, BS, Cum Laude
       Lauren N Vulkamott, BSN, in the Honors College
City:  Shawnee
       Thomas R Davidson, MSED
City:  Stilwell
       Garrett S Griffin, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Labette
City:  Altamont
       Crystal D Jones, MSW
State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Miami
City:  Paola
       Joseph W. Heater, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Neosho
City:  Chanute
       Jonathan David Rather, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Reno
City:  Hutchinson
       Tara J Pounds, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Sedgwick
City:  Derby
       Christopher W Perry, BFA
City:  Valley Center
       Nicholas L Peoples, MBA
City:  Wichita
       Jack A Courington, BS
       Ashley D Ryan, BS
       Jenna Silverthorne, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
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State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Wyandotte
City: Kansas City
Jacob A Premis, DPT

State and County of Primary Residence: KY-Harrison
City: Cynthiana
Camryn M Whitaker, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: KY-Kenton
City: Latonia
Kimberly S Hausmann, BA

State and County of Primary Residence: LA-Saint Tammany
City: Covington
William J Wellemeeyer, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: MA-Middlesex
City: Lexington
Doowon Rha Chung, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Anne Arundel
City: Annapolis
Charles F Yelverton, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Frederick
City: Frederick
Lisa Marie Allen, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Prince Georges
City: Adelphi
James P Machaffie, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Saint Marys
City: Mechanicsville
Aaron N Baker, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Talbot
City: Easton
Lorena Baily Benford, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: ME-Kennebec
City: Augusta
Anthony B Ciston, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Gogebic
City: Ironwood
Nicole E Friedman, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Ingham
City: Mason
Jeffrey W Burgess, MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Macomb
City: Clinton Township
Priya Annadurai, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Marquette
City: Marquette
Lauren E Terry, BS, Magna Cum Laude
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Barry

City: Aurora
  Michele A Hovland, MS

City: Cassville
  Brandon S Banks, BS
  Rebecca Barrientos, MACC, Magna Cum Laude
  Todd Andrew Borgmann, MM
  Jessica L Dudley, MA
  Stacey R Hopper, MS

City: Eagle Rock
  Brandon K Payne, MBA
  Adam K Sanders, BS, Cum Laude

City: Golden
  Justin L Burden, BS

City: Monett
  Sara A Ellis, BSN, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
  Vanessa Salas, BS
  Si J Witt-Schulte, BS

City: Pierce City
  Jeff B Chapman, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
  Suzanne E Witt, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Purdy
  Misty D Nelson, MSED
  Melissa Ruiz, BS

City: Seligman
  Jared A Corn, MS

City: Shell Knob
  Aaron J Hadlow, BA
  Lindsey N Whaley, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Barton

City: Golden City
  Kayla N Bastin, BSED

City: Lamar
  Beth E Bunton, BS
  Emily A Bunton, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
  Brenton C Caruthers, BS
  Jordan T Overstreet, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Bates

City: Adrian
  Callie D Camerer, BS
  Nathan C Clark, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Appleton City
  Paige D Johannigmeier, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Butler
  Tressa D Keenher, BS
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Christina Thompson, BS  
City: Rich Hill  
Amanda S Buesing, BSED  
City: Rockville  
James H Williamson, BS  

**State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Benton**  
City: Cole Camp  
Emily K Kullman, BS  
Christina M Simon, BSN, Summa Cum Laude  

**State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Boone**  
City: Ashland  
Laura Pence, BS  
City: Centralia  
Mallory D Herten, BSED, Magna Cum Laude  
City: Clark  
Thomas W Shaddox, BS  
City: Columbia  
Christina R Benson, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Laurel C Creasy, BSED  
Rachel M Duker, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Hannah M Duncan, BFA  
Melissa M Fagan, BFA, With Distinction in Theatre Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Lauren L Fichter, BS, Cum Laude  
Thomas L Goran, BS  
Thomas B Hogan, BFA, Cum Laude  
Yawen Jiang, AUD  
Jennifer C Macios, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
Jessica L McGaffic, BSED  

**City: Hartsburg**  
Dane S Ryals, BS  

**State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Buchanan**  
City: DeKalb  
Rachael E Reddick, BS  
City: Saint Joseph  
Ashton M Puckett, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Brandt W Shields, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College  

**State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Butler**  
City: Broseley  
Jeffery L Blume, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
City: Poplar Bluff  
Kate M Nichols, MS  
Kenrick E Nobles, BFA  
Marcia Kay Priest, BSED, Cum Laude  

---  
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Erin A Trivitt, MS  
**City:** Harrisonville  
Jessica K Hintz, BSED  
Joshua T Savage, BS

**City:** Peculiar  
Breanna R Blackwell, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

**City:** Pleasant Hill  
Tyler J Findley, BS  
Megan L Myrick, BS, Cum Laude

**City:** Raymore  
Justin P Graber, BS  
Jared N Hill, BFA  
Stephanie N Powers, BS

**State and County of Primary Residence:** MO-Cedar

**City:** El Dorado Springs  
Shawn N Beaman, AUD  
Misty D Butterfield, BSED  
Stefanie E Eslinger, MNAS

**City:** Stockton  
Suzannah D Ehlers, BSW  
Courtney R Jones, BSED  
Caitlin N Miller, BS

**State and County of Primary Residence:** MO-Chariton

**City:** Keytesville  
Chad T Hall, BSED

**City:** Salisbury  
Stefanie Schneider, BS

**State and County of Primary Residence:** MO-Christian

**City:** Billings  
Erika L Barrett, BS, Cum Laude  
Jordan E Boone, BS  
Erin M Brown, BSED  
Chris Lockmiller, BSED, Cum Laude  
Justin D Pride, BS  
Leah C Schmidt, BSED  
Kaleigh J Vaughn, BSED

**City:** Bruner  
Daniel A Brawn, BS, Summa Cum Laude

**City:** Clever  
Brandon S Campbell, BS  
Megan D Edwards, BA  
Wellington R Espinosa, MAT  
Michel K Hackworth, MACC  
Marcia K Himes, BS, Cum Laude  
Kelli A Kuhl, BSED
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Nathaniel Potts, MS
Aaron C Quigley, BS
Alicia R Russell, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Heather A Shalla, BSED
Trenton A Sims, BA
Darlene V Small, MSED
Zoila A Speer, MSED
Sarah M Taylor, BS
Joshua M Thomas, BS
Kathy J Turpin, BS, Cum Laude
Zane A Wilkinson, BA

City: Oldfield
Jeremiah S Jackson, MS
David E Myers, BS

City: Ozark
Elizabeth Anderson, BMUS, Magna Cum Laude
Allison K Armstrong, MA
Krystal D Atkins, BS
Kendra L Ballard, BSW
Briana G Berry, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Victoria R Bowden, BS
Jessica J Bray, MSW
Laura A Brown, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Gabriel A Browning, BS
Betty A Cole, BSW
Amanda C Crocker, MS
Heather D Daulton, MSN
Jillian M Dills, BSW
Ryan P Dolan, BS
Alicia R Dorris, BSN, Cum Laude
Peggy K Douglas, BS
Pamela M Green, BSED
Robert A Guy, MBA
John R Hatch, BS, Cum Laude
Shar Henry, BS
Sheila G Her, BS
Chad A Highfill, MS
Trista L Hilton, BSED
Tamara M Hooper, BSED
Logan T Howell, BS
Jordan A Jeffries, BS
Bryant L Johnson, BS
Derek A Johnson, BS
Patrick J Keehn, MBA
Jeff J Lafond, MS
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Alexis L McCall, BA, Cum Laude
Tyla R McCutchen, BS
Robert C McLaughlin, BS
Carrie L Panique, MSED
Heather E Radney, BSED
Jessica L Ramsey, BS
Callie L Sitton, BSED
Andrew J Smith, BSN, Cum Laude
Daniel A Snyder, BS
Geneetta D Sosebee, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas H Stogsdill, BS
Darrin L Tubbs, BS
Sarah Warner, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Travis L White, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Deborah Whittington, BFA
Kenneth Lee Wright, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Republic
Christopher Poynter, MBA

City: Saddlebrooke
Travis A Melton, BS, Cum Laude

City: Sparta
Teresa Spear Edwards, MA
Robert Fitzpatrick, BA
Barbara L Lafferty, BSED, Cum Laude
James A Lafferty, BSED
Shahzad H Makhdooom, MS
Tobi C Roberts, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Clay

City: Gladstone
Joseph T Lanfranca, BS
Lindsay J Norris, BSN
Kari M Preston, BS
Janna E Stewart, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Holt
Lisa M Dennis, BA, Cum Laude Cum Laude

City: Kansas City
Adam D Bramley, BS
Jessica L Camacho, BS
Adam A Crown, BS, Cum Laude
Danielle J Hankes, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Christopher Heifner, BA
Eric M Heiman, BS
Brian L James, BS
Erin M Kantor, BS
Andrew C Kapp, BS
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Murdock B Moss, MBA
Derek C Seavers, MBA
Kelsey M Strange, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Risa L Tarokh, BA
Anda M Udris, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Justin C Villasenor, BA

City: Kearney
  Ross E Keesling, BS
  Michael K Klepper, BS

City: Lawson
  Brett A Lowe, BS

City: Liberty
  Eric J Adams, BS
  Cassandra M Burgess, BS
  Melinda R Dilley, BS, Cum Laude
  Kristen M Dingus, MS
  Emily K Feess, MS
  Brandon K Frevert, BS
  Sara E Gwin, BS
  William A Jordan, BS
  Stephanie L Kamtz, BS
  Krista M Kirrane, BS
  Amanda M Painter, BS, Cum Laude
  Jay E Vanzant, BS

City: Pleasant Valley
  Michael James Kincheloe, MBA

City: Smithville
  Timothy T Augustin, MA
  Mary M Dollins, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
  Sarah J Hammons, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Clinton

City: Stewartsville
  Lacey M McGregor, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cole

City: Jefferson City
  Jessica M Barton, BS, Magna Cum Laude
  Kristy B Bass, BA, Summa Cum Laude
  Tyler W Bax, BS
  Leslie A Buechter, MBA
  Lauren R Childress, BS
  Mary M Creed, BS
  Brittany A Eads, BS
  Kurtis R Foster, MA
  Eric A Hillgren, BSW
  Evan D Kempker, BS, Cum Laude
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Sera J Kiger Maldonado, MSW
Elizabeth N Lamb, BSED
Malinda E Meredith, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Andrew J Miller, BSED
Billy J Morris Jr., MS
Andrew A Nelson, BA
Linsey Rebecca Snodgrass, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Shelley A Stewart-Luth, BS
Michelle Stiefermann, MS
Henry C Thompson, MBA
Rachel J Wankum, BSED, Cum Laude
Andrew J Windisch, BS
Jennifer K Winters, BS

City: Lohman
    Heather N Gibson, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cooper

City: Clarksburg
    Cheri L Gump, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Crawford

City: Bourbon
    Ronni L Lawrence, BS

City: Cuba
    Nathan R Clay, BFA
    Melissa Hollingshead, BS
    Kristy L Mallory, MM
    Shannon B Moore, BME
    Kimberly A Robinson, EDS
    Angela M Wideman, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dade

City: Everton
    Jason M Johnston, BS
    Joshua J McGee, MBA
    Bridget Lane Rapp, BS

City: Greenfield
    Jacob E Boxberger, BS
    Benjamin K Poirot, BS

City: Lockwood
    Drew C Warren, MACC, Cum Laude

City: S Greenfield
    Kelsey Lauren Walters, BS

City: South Greenfield
    Eric M Allison, BS
    Meghan O Walters, MBA
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State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Dallas
City:  Buffalo
William J Crawford, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nathan J Harmon, BSED
Benjamin J Potter, BSED, Cum Laude
City:  Conway
Shannon E Bailey, BS
City:  Fair Grove
Jamie R Deckard, BSED, Cum Laude
Patricia A Evans, BA
City:  Long Lane
Casandra J Lewis, BSED, in the Honors College
Lyndi L Miller, BS
City:  Phillipsburg
Sasha N Chapman, BS
City:  Tunas
Whitney J Glass, BS
Bradley L Graevs, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Daviess
City:  Gallatin
Kinsey L Batson, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Dent
City:  Rolla
Skyler J Johnson, BS
City:  Salem
Jameelah J Ibrahim, BS, Cum Laude Cum Laude
Brian G Stephens, BS
James L White, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Douglas
City:  Ava
Emily R Bilyeu, BS
Kelsey Shae Hampton, BSW, Summa Cum Laude
Stacy L Hannaford, MBA
Christopher R Mitchell, BS
City:  Mountain Grove
Emily N Campbell, BS
City:  Norwood
Kathi A Oetting, MSED
City:  Sparta
Teri L Martin, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Dunklin
City:  Holcomb
Nathan W Davis, BA
Ana K Tapia, BS, Magna Cum Laude
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Jessica E Blodgett, MS
Arica F Bode, BS
Jacob William Boggus, BS
Melanie E Bond, BS, Cum Laude
Mark R Bonham, BS
David T Bonner, BS
Melanie A Boots, BS
Lauren M Borgschulte, BS
Brandon Bowenschulte, BS
Michelle S Bower, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College With Distinction in Marketing
Nancy N Bowin, BSED, Cum Laude
Cynthia M Boyte, MSW
Stacy L Brake, MSW, Cum Laude
Wesley M Breeden, BS, Cum Laude
Andre M Bresee, BA
Shawna D Brewer, BSW
Judith Christine Bridges, MA
Cassandra L Briggs, BS
Chad A Brooks, MBA
Brian J Brown, BFA
Creasa J Brown, MSED
Kourtney D Brown, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Marcus L Brown, MS
Amanda K Broyles, DPT
Nicole F Buechler, BS
Susan S Buist, MSED
Amy D Bullard, MSED
Bradley S Bunch, BA, Summa Cum Laude
Erin B Bunge, BS
Landra D Bunge, MBA
Meagan Alyse Bunge, BS
Reva C Burgher, BS
Rachel S Burkhart, MAT
Rachel S Burkhart, MS
Ross S Burks, DPT
Jeffrey Allen Butler, MA
Ashley L Byers, BFA, Cum Laude
Scott E Cadwallader, MS, Cum Laude
Rachel J Cagle, BS
Erica A Cain, BS
Andrew B Campbell, MBA, Summa Cum Laude
Kristie D Campbell, BS
Jonathan R Campos, MS
Casey J Cansler, BS
Xue Cao, BS
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Jennifer R Capps, MS
Jonathan P Capps, BME, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Derrick G Cara, BS
Amy Lynn Carmack, MS
Kelsey R Carpentier, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Casey Jane Carroll, BS
Alexandra M Casady, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jonathan M Casey, BS, Cum Laude
Heidi L Caudill, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Sarah E Cecchettini, BS, Cum Laude
Jennica C Chadwick, BS
Simon M Chan, BFA
Alexandria C Chance, BME, Cum Laude
Amy M Chancellor, MIAA
Melissa G Chang, MS
Chase A Chapman, MS
Lizbeth B Chappell, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Mary M Charpentier, BA
Angela M Chase, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Genevieve L Chavez, MSW
Botian Chen, BS
Chang Dai Chen, BS
Chen Chen, BS
Rourou Chen, BS
Wei Chen, BS
Zhibing Chen, BS
Zhiqi Chen, BS
Changjun Cheng, BS
Allison B Chenoweth, BS, Cum Laude
Aubrey A Chenoweth, DPT
Susan E Childress, MSED
Yicktung Choi, MBA
Wen Ling Chua, MM
Ryan M Clark, MS
Mandy Clarke, BS
Jessica D Clements, MA
Lance B Climer, BSED
Cole B Closser, BFA
Chelsea Lee Coale, MS
Misty M Cole, BS
John A Coleman, BFA
Hilary J Collier, BSED, Cum Laude
Robert B Combs, MBA
Amber L Cook, BS
Charlotte M Cook, BSW
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Amanda L Downard, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Joseph G Doyle, MSED
Jodi R Drake, BS, Cum Laude
Wenting Du, MBA
Cassie J Ducket, MBA
Robert R Duffer, MS
Charles N Dunville, MBA
Emily L Eckert, BSED
Sean P Egan, MACC, Cum Laude
Rachel E Eisenbeis, BS
Audra L Ellis, BA
Loren C Ellis, BS
Alyssa M Ellsworth, MS, Cum Laude
Meghann S Elwood, MM
Clayton C Enlow, BS
Leander Ernest, MS
John A Errante, BS, Cum Laude
Raymond C Espinoza, BS
Lauren N Essary, BS
Steven T Eudaly, BS
Angela A Evans, BFA
Brooke Lowther Evans, MSED
Matthew E Evans, BS
Wendy L Evans, BS
Sarah D Evans Watson, MS
Adam A Ewert, BA
Kiersten L Fair, MM
Andrew F Fallert, MBA
Charlie L Farmer, BS
Josh W Farris, BME, Cum Laude
Chelsea L Fecht, BS, Cum Laude
Austyn L Feldmann, BS
Clifton E Felton 1st, BS
James M Fenton, MA
Ashley L Ferguson, MS
Chelsie D Ferguson, BS
Lauren E Fetters, BS
Karrah L Fish, BS
Emma L Fisher, BA
Kelsey D Fisher, BS, Cum Laude
Naomi J Fisher, MBA
Ian M Fitzhenry, BS
Anna Margaret Fleeman, BS
Kearsha N Fleischman, BSN
Kristin J Flores, BS, Cum Laude
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Erica C Leeper, BSED, Cum Laude
Rebecca M Lehman, MS
Ariel Lehr, BSED
Courtney A Lester, BS
Hao Li, BS
Jialu Li, BS
Wei Hao Li, BS
Yingying Li, BS
Yue Li, BS
Xiaokun Liang, BS
Travis J Liles, BS, in the Honors College
David L Lind, BS
Melissa A Lingle, BSED, Cum Laude
Erich J Linneman, BS
Astrilia Liscagita, MBA
Joshua M Little, BS
Bin Liu, MBA
Dezhi Liu, BS
Fangshuo Liu, BS
Shiyue Liu, MBA
Xiaoyu Liu, MBA
Yinchuan Liu, MBA
Yining Liu, BS
Yueru Liu, BS
Kevin M Long, BS
Mitchell D Long, BS, Cum Laude
Yue Lou, BS
Jessica L Loudis, BA
Nanxi Lu, MBA
Judith L Lucero, BS
Daniel S Lucy, BS, Cum Laude
Daniel S Lucy, BS, Cum Laude
Joshua K Lukehart, BS
Tanner Russell Lux, MACC
James C Lyons, BS
Jun Ma, BS
Wei Ma, BS
Scott R Maasen, BS
Stacey A Macdonald, MS, Cum Laude
Ashley Maciejewski, BS
Kelsey E Maclachlan, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Anna M Madras, MS
Chetan Swaroop Bothra Mahendrakumar, MBA
Michelle L Mahler, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Patrick C Mahon, BS
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Todd W Reynolds, BFA
Sarah A Riccardi, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College With Distinction in Religious Studies
Damon C Richardson, MBA
Christina A Richter, MACC
Aaron W Riddle, BS
Robin L Ridenour, BS
Anna E Robb, MA
John W Roberts, BS
Justin R Roberts, BS
Melissa A Roberts, BSED
Courtney Robertson, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Courtney Robertson, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Courtney Robertson, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jacob M Robison, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Betzabe Rodriguez, MSED
Marcos Rodriguez-Aviles, BS
Curtis H Roller, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Frederick W Romaine, MSED
Jared F Roop, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jeremy D Roper, BS
George B Rosenbury, BS
Sarah C Ross, MS
Christina Dawn Rowden, MS
Rachel A Rudjeri, BS
Joshua H Rudolph, BS
Lauren E Rummens, BA
Elizabeth D Sandbothe, BSED
Paula M Santiago, BSW
Bobbie J Sawyer, BS
Michael Scanlon, BS
Allison L Schaefer, MSED
Justin A Schafer, BS
Gwynavere Kristin Schander, MSW
Jesse R Scheve, BA
Janie L Schlueter, MAT
Matthew N Schmidt, BS
Nicole L Schneider, BS
Tabitha R Schorse, BSED
Jenna D Schubert, BSW
Samantha J Scranton, BS
Malik Ahmed Segeer, BS
Hallie A Segelhorst, BA, Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Sellers, BS
Scott F Senteney, BS
Patrick R Sexson, BS
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Lindsey Heath Steding, MS
Ryan C Steele, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Lisa R Stein, MS
Christopher Sterban, DPT
Andrea F Stevens, MACC
Kyle W Stewart, BS
Meredith Stewart, BS
Tyler L Stewart, BSED
Satyam Sthapit, MACC, Cum Laude
Blair R Stockton, BSN, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jamie L Stokes, MS
Kristen A Stout, BS, Cum Laude
Gina M Stratton, MSED
Angela M Strider, MSED
Jacob P Student, BS
Li Su, BS
Karen L Summers, BS
Jiayi Sun, BS
Yuting Sun, BS
Dianna Lynn Sutherland-Bernhard, MSED
Jackson C Sutliff, MA
Stephanie L Svoboda, MSW
Deanna S Sweaney, MS
Robert A Swearengen, MBA
Xiao Qi Tan, BS
Xiangwen Tang, BS
Yi Tang, MBA
Jamie M Tapson, BMUS, Cum Laude
John R Taylor, BS
Tara L Taylor, MS
Nicole J Teghtmyer, MA
David S Temple, BS, Cum Laude
Maureen E Templeman, BS
Brandon S Tenay, BS
Melanie L Terneus, BS
Natasha L Thacker, MBA, Cum Laude
Vishnu Priyan Thangaraj, MBA
Caitlin M Thomas, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Tyler C Thulin, BSED
Allison R Tiller, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey E Tindle, BS
Mathew R Tipper, BS
Carmen R Todea, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Matthew S Tomboc, BFA
Christopher Toplikar, BS
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Wei Wei, BS
Wen Wei, MBA
Jessica A Wells, BS, Cum Laude
Richard D Wells, BS
Justin D Welsh, BS
Si Wen, BS
Anthony H Wescoat, BS
Daniel J West, BS
Jenny M West, MA
Erica Paige Wheat, BS
Kenneth D Wheeler, BS
William C Whitfield, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Jason C Whitley, MBA
Gail M Whitmarsh, BS
Kate G Whitney, MSW
Andrew P Wilde, BS
Gabriel L Williams, BS
Matthew R Williams, BSED
Robert C Williamson, BS
Andrew S Wilson, BS, Cum Laude
Elizabeth A Wilson, BS
Erin E Wilson, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Keith L Wilson, MS
Rachel L Wilson, BFA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Lacey E Wimberly, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Jessica D Winingham, BS
Joseph D Wise, BS
Teagan D Woodward, MS
Kale R Worden, BS
Barbara Wormington, MSED
Jiaxi Wu, BS
Jinghang Wu, BS
Jingya Wu, BS
Angela R Wyatt, MAT
Krista Wyrick, MSED
Jin Xiong, BS
Bingqing Xu, BS
Jiayi Xu, BS
Zhongyang Xu, BS
Meihui Yang, MBA
Tianyi Yang, BS, magna cum laude
Yiran Yao, BS
Yuxian Yao, BS
Jarrin P Yeary, BS
Carley A Yettaw, BS
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Jerry R Yoakum, MNAS
Caleb J Young, BS
Lindsey Young, MA
Patricia D Young, MSED
Luting Yu, BS
Benjamin S Zachary, MACC, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Yuza Iskandar Zainalabidin, BS
Taryn L Zhang, BS
Yue Zeng, BS
Blase W Zera, BS
Chenchen Zhang, BS
Di Zhang, MBA
Li Zhang, MS
Meng Zhang, MBA
Na Zhang, MBA
Xuan Zhang, BS
Yanni Zhang, BS
Xuhua Zhao, MBA
Yan Zhao, MBA
Xiao Zhi, BS
Xiaomin Zhou, MACC
Jiaming Zhu, BS
Yi Zhu, BS

City: Strafford
   Jennifer M Bean, BS, With Distinction in Physics Cum Laude in the Honors College
   Samantha V Bean, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
   Sarah J Call, BSED
   Jason R Carter, BS
   Marci N Johnson, MAT
   Michael S Kepley, MS
   James A Thomason, BSN

City: Walnut Grove
   Casey M Waits, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Willard
   Cynthia J Baker, BSW
   Jennifer A Barkdoll, BFA
   Kamron D Collins-Johnson, BS
   Travis W Cooper, MA
   Gregory E French, MA
   Andrew R Gordon, MS
   Whitney M Hyde, BSED
   Alicia N Lyons, MAT
   Amy L Peck, BSED
   Stella K Sweet, BSED
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Harrison
City: Hatfield
   Michael D Brandt, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Henry
City: Clinton
   Patrick D Kaiser, BS
City: Creighton
   Danielle A Farr, BS, Cum Laude
City: Deepwater
   Darylyn P Kuda, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Hickory
City: Pittsburg
   Kendall E McDaniel, BA, Cum Laude
City: Preston
   Jason K Edge, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Howell
City: Caulfield
   Ronald E Hensley, BAS
City: Koshkonong
   Kimberly G Davis, MSED
   Mary Beth Palmer, BSED
City: Mountain View
   Danielle R Brown, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
   Janetta Cunningham, MAT
   Gwen R Reese, MS
City: Peace Valley
   Saundra D Bradley, BAS
City: Pomona
   Zachary P Capeder, BS
   Dominica D Kiefer, MS
City: Pottersville
   Sarah A Ettinger, BS, Cum Laude
City: West Plains
   Kimberly O Barnes, MSW
   Eric F Biring, BS
   Lucas H Bradley, MS
   John P Doss, MAT
   Nathan E Earls, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
   Debbie J Ernst, BSED
   Benjamin F Grace, BSED
   Jordan S Hall, BME, Cum Laude
   Sarah Lynn Heselton, BS
   Joshua E Jones, BS
   Samantha Lynn Kelly, BS
   Heather M Mulford, MAT
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Kristine Schuttler, BS
Lindy D Shultz, BS
Justin M Smith, BS
Sean Michael Smith, BS, Cum Laude
Aaron James Wheeler, BS

City: Willow Springs
Jennifer Michelle Martin, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Byron T Stuart, MAT
Stacy D Zorn, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Iron
City: Ironton
Abigail S Benz, MNAS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jackson
City: Blue Springs
Daniel R Anthony, BS
Rory C Byrne, BS
Jessica L Cutler, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kevin R Habben, BS
Aaron J Hilgedick, BS
Bradley S Knipp, BS
Ashley M Kurelac, BS, Cum Laude
Sean W Mutert, BS
Jillian M Otis, BS
Hailee R Pavey, BFA, in the Honors College
Kaela M Reilly, BSED
Jesse W Shalley, BS
Steven Scott Shipman, MS
Adam D Simmons, BS
Josh C Wallen, BS
Clinton J Wyatt, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Grain Valley
Cherylann N Jones, BSED
Jeff P Ottolini, BFA

City: Grandview
Ryan R Dillard, BS

City: Greenwood
Carl T Glaser, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Stephanie A Miller, BFA

City: Independence
Amber N Ashbaugh, BS
Jasmine D Booker, BS
Jordan N Hinck, BS, in the Honors College
Jeffrey J Hirst, MS, Magna Cum Laude
Kymbr L Logan, BS
Fadi J Najem, AUD
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Kahlie M Poindexter, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kristina M Rausch, BSED
Tekesha S Robinson, BS
Derek A Sisel, BS
Kara D Smotherman, BS, Cum Laude
Abigail L Stegeman, BS
Joseph P Timbers, BS
Alison L Vernon, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Cameron M Wiley, BS

City: Oak Grove
Luke A Underwood, BS
Matthew W Wilson, BS

City: Pleasant Hill
Brian L Lay, BS

City: Raytown
Nicholas R Copelin, BS
Jennifer O Guthrie, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Onome E Obahor-Umeh, DPT
Brian J Penny, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jasper

City: Carl Junction
Rachel J Jackson, MSED
Victoria B Moger, MBA
Elisabeth E Morris, BS
Amanda L Nutt, BSN, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Tanya G Willhite, BA, Cum Laude

City: Carthage
Alyssa A Goar, BS
Craig W Kyte, MAT
Kreg W Selvey, BS
Blake A Zapletal, MAT

City: Jasper
Donald E Weber, MAT

City: Joplin
Ryan M Arthur, MAT
Kathleen R Baker, MAT
James A Barker, MAT
Peggy Ann Beck, MSW
Mary L Campbell, MSED
Jessica A Carter, MSED
Anna Louise Edwards, MSW
Samantha A Freeland, BSED
Molly Faith Horras, MBA
Courtney A Hughey, BS
Matthew J Mahan, MBA
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Gretchen L McCready, BS
Eric A Schmidt, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Linley M Siracusa, MA, Summa Cum Laude
David E Spiker, BS
Jonathan E Stubblefield, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Mitch L Wilkins, BS

City: High Ridge
Jessica R Fritsche, BS
Sarah E Nichols, MS
David W Robinson, BS
Katelind E Rohde, BSW, Magna Cum Laude
Lisa M Travers, BS

City: Hillsboro
Kyle W Smith, BS

City: House Springs
Cassondra F Boone, BSED, in the Honors College
Thomas J Derkos, BS
Tove N Ebert, MS
Clayton Greathouse, BS

City: Imperial
Kelley M McNabb, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Johnson
City: Chilhowee
William B Nelson, BS

City: Holden
Jamie D Phelps, BS

City: Kingsville
Michelle J Williams, BS, Cum Laude

City: Warrensburg
Garrett R Good, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Laclede
City: Conway
Kelley L Caffey, MS
Sara R Fryman, BSED

City: Lebanon
Christy Baumgartner, BSED
Lindsey A Brown, BSN, Cum Laude
Janessa H Demuth, DPT
Daniel K Halley, MS
Natalie L Hanrion, MS, Cum Laude
Ellen M Herrmann, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Valorie J Hopkins, BSED
Christopher S Huntley, MBA, Cum Laude
Jamie J Jones, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Lora M Knight, BA
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Justin J Kurth, BA, Cum Laude
Adam R Lockwood, BS, Cum Laude
Matthew J McCulloch, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Della M Miller, BS
Derrick A Mitchell, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Malinda R Muskrat, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey E Owens, BA, Cum Laude
Michael A Pitts, BS
David Logan Starnes, MA
Ingrid R Starnes, BSED
Teresa M Thessen, BA, Summa Cum Laude
Lorena Weingartner, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lafayette
City: Corder
Andrew J Pycke, BSED, Cum Laude

City: Higginsville
Marcus A Perrine, BS

City: Lexington
Nicholas Magnifico, BSED

City: Odessa
Jennifer R Carver, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lawrence
City: Ash Grove
Lyndi R Tuttle, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Aurora
Tamera R Butler, MSED
Genny Church-Quiram, BA
Savannah J Epperson, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Cortney A Eutsler, BS
Travis W Graham, MSED
Ladonna A Huff, BSED
Jacob A Lewis, MS
Shanna April Murphy, BS
Adrienne M Poulson, BS
Kristin N Shipman, BS

City: Billings
Amanda L McCroskey, MS

City: Marionville
Aaron M Allen, BSED, Cum Laude
Scott J Brown, MS
Jacquelyn S Meltabarger, BS
Jessica L Roberson, BS

City: Miller
Susan R Demster, MNAS
Elisha M Nelson, MAT
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Kathy L Tennis, MSED

City: Monett
Joshua W Hartman, BS
William F Medlin, BSED
Libby R Mills, MAT
Shawnna L Williams, BA
Nicole L Wormington, BAS

City: Mount Vernon
Travis S Barrett, BS
Jami A Corey, MA
Brian N Johnson, MS
Kelly L Johnson, BS
Kellie S Krebs, MSED
Kathryn L Maberry, BSED, Cum Laude
Andrew T Peterson, MA

City: Pierce City
Katie J Eiskina, BS
Anthony J Witt, BSED

City: Verona
Melissa J Burnette, BSW
Chase D Castor, BS, Cum Laude
Julio Martinez, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lewis
City: Canton
Robert C Willis, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lincoln
City: Elsberry
Lucas K Dye, BS

City: Moscow Mills
Hannah S Niehoff, BSED, Cum Laude

City: Troy
Kristin Deanne Bagby, MS
Jenna Juergensmeyer, BSED, Cum Laude
James M Kruszynski, BS
Tyler L Mathews, BA, Summa Cum Laude
Rachael E Seago, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Livingston
City: Chillicothe
Erin N Clark, BS
Margaret Greenwood, BMUS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nicholas A Mata, BS

City: Mooresville
Matthew T Wever, BA
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Madison
City: Arcadia
  Kinsley G Stocum, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Maries
City: Vienna
  Matthew P Helton, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Marion
City: Hannibal
  Amber L Carter, BSED
  Lauren R Philbert, BS
  Mackenzie Schnelle, BS
  Ryan M Welch, BS, in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-McDonald
City: Anderson
  Ashley L Sayers, BA, Cum Laude

City: Jane
  William Breckenridge Cody Anglin, BS

City: Noel
  Debra A High, MSED
  Chelsea D Holmes, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Miller
City: Eldon
  Kelly E Lawson, BS
  Aaron James Panlilio, BS

City: Iberia
  Derek T Kinder, BS
  Amy L Luttrell, MACC
  Josiah R Mote, BS
  Tiffany L Thompson, BSED

City: Lake Ozark
  John S Roelofs, BS

City: Tuscumbia
  Elizabeth A Bax, MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Moniteau
City: California
  Nora R Borgmeyer, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
  Nora R Borgmeyer, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
  Matthew T Gerhart, BS
  Jack S Scheidt, BS, Cum Laude
  Leslie A Scheidt, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Russellville
  Tyler A Schmidt, BSED

City: Tipton
  Devon L Self, BS
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Morgan

City: Barnett
Tiffany M Blain, BS, Summa Cum Laude

City: Fortuna
Alyssa M Davis, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Rocky Mount
Mike D Erickson, BFA
Rebecca Ann Thomas, BS

City: Versailles
Kellee Chamberlain, BSN, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Dana J Garrison, BS
Christopher Schekorra, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-New Madrid

City: Portageville
Jordan D Bidewell, BSED
Patrick L Morton, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Newton

City: Joplin
Jessica L Boeger, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Angela Lynn Brower, MSW
Lucynda L Griffith, MSW
Marco Kilongkilong, BS
Lisa A McCloskey, MAT
Andrew A Ramon, BFA
Meaghan R Younker, MA

City: Neosho
Aaron L Adler, DPT
Jon G Cole, MAT
Pamela M Dake, BS
Karen L Daugherty, MAT
Justin C Fox, BS, in the Honors College
Angela Lynn E Gbeyetin, MSW
Jessica A McBride, BS, Cum Laude
Laura A Scaglione, MS
Darlene K Schmitt, MSED
Tonia D Walker, MAT

City: Racine
Angel A Roller, MNAS

City: Saginaw
Paula E Robbins, MSED

City: Stark City
May Tong Yang, MAT

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Nodaway

City: Maryville
Melissa Lynn Barnett, BS
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Oregon
City: Koshkonong
Tiffany N Haney, MA
Billy Joe Vandiver, BS
City: Thayer
Megan Rae Pitts, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Osage
City: Jefferson City
Megan C Markway, BA, Magna Cum Laude
City: Koeltztown
Jessica L Buschjost, BS, Magna Cum Laude
City: Linn
Mark W Holzem, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ozark
City: Caulfield
Alicia M Strawn, BSED
City: Gainesville
Stephenie D Asher, MSED
City: Isabella
Cody B Wallace, MNAS
City: Pontiac
Baron A Myers, BSED
City: Theodosia
Ashley L Edwards, BA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pemiscot
City: Hayti
Joel R McCrarry, MHA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Perry
City: Frohna
Meghan E Roth, BS
City: Perryville
Mary K Nations, DPT
Shamik N Patel, BS
Lindsay M Prost, BS
Christopher D Streiler, BS, Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pettis
City: Mora
Erin K Oelrichs, BS
City: Sedalia
Kasey N Koch, BS
Nathan L Wedemeyer, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Phelps
City: Rolla
Kayode Oluwaseun Akinbobola, MGS
Kyle Almekinder, BS, Cum Laude
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Aaron A Carroll, BS  
Katia M Jordan, BS  
Joshua Kampschmidt, BS  
Devery Rian Larsen, MS  
Amanda Lincoln, BS  
Logan J Maccash, BSED  
Michael T Rogers, BS  
Lauren E Sorrell, BSED

City: Saint James  
Brittany M. L. Copeland, BSED  
Gregory E Edwards, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
Robert L Hunt, MS  
Sean M Munton, BS  
Kimberly M Woodson, MSW

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pike

City: Bowling Green  
Joshua H Shinn, BS

City: Frankford  
Laura M Correnti, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Platte

City: Kansas City  
Eric R Albertson, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Kelsey E Bair, BS  
Brandon L Baker, BS  
Natalie R Baughman, BFA  
Lindsay S Brunk, BA  
Charles C Crowe, BS  
Stephen T Donnell, BS, Cum Laude  
Araba B Kuofie, BS  
Barbara J Kuofie, BS  
Addison M Maher, BS  
Tara R Moschner, BS  
Christopher A Novak, BS, Cum Laude  
Alexandra R Sinnett, BSED  
Rachel L Wollard, BS, Summa Cum Laude

City: Parkville  
Katie L Wheeler, BS

City: Platte City  
Megan M Brinker, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College  
April C Brown, BS  
Sarah E Buschmann, BS  
Ashley M Kurtz, BA

City: Weatherby Lake  
Cali R Bicknell, BS  
Chris J Stewart, BS
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State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Polk

**City: Aldrich**
- Kristin J Gilpin, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College
- Kody S Mayhew, BS
- Regina L Simons, BS

**City: Bolivar**
- Keaton S Ashlock, BS
- Kayla G Bass, BA
- Jessica M Breesawitz, BS
- Samantha J Francka, MBA
- Melinda D Grant, BS
- Sasha R Gregory, BS
- Heather M Mustain, BSED
- Kerri L Percival, BS, Magna Cum Laude
- Madison M Vodicka, BS
- Sabra L Watkins, BSED
- Sandra D Zanaboni, MS

**City: Goodson**
- Justin L Lockhart, BS

**City: Half Way**
- Ashley N Jenkins, BS, Summa Cum Laude
- Jeannette E Sergent, BS

**City: Morrisville**
- Thomas C Malotte, BSW

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Pulaski

**City: Crocker**
- Megan N Mayhew, BS

**City: Dixon**
- Andrea M Bedrosian, BS
- Andrea M Odom, BS

**City: Fort Leonard Wood**
- Benjamin J Murray, BS

**City: Saint Robert**
- Michael L Moore, BS
- Margaret K Swick, BS, Magna Cum Laude

**City: Waynesville**
- Shauna N Chadwell, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
- Anthony J Cruz, BS
- Tabitha R Guzman, MSED
- Ashley M Holt, BS
- Crystal A Horton, DPT
- Gregory A Ludlow, BS
- Nathan Lloyd Whitehead, MS
- Daniel E Williams, BS
- Kayla E Wilson, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ralls
City: New London
Emily R Coulter, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ray
City: Excelsior Est
Alex E Sanders, BFA
City: Norborne
Anna K Franklin, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
City: Richmond
Brandon D Batchelar, BS
James D Jackson, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Lance P Persell, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Reynolds
City: Boss
Whitney L Stluka, BS, Cum Laude
City: Ellington
Carrie D Massie, BS, Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ripley
City: Doniphan
Melissa D Kennon, BSN, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles
City: Dardenne Prairie
Richelle N Davidson, BFA
Ashley N Knehans, BS
City: Defiance
Brandon R Power, BS
David M Zahn, BS
City: Foristell
Jessica Harrington, BA
City: Lake Saint Louis
Brian D Cowell, MNAS
Kyle M Leaver, BS
Denise R Palombi, BS
Katie L Wadlington, BSED

City: Lake St Louis
Brian B Somers, BS, Cum Laude
City: O Fallon
Kelsey M Barthels, BS
Justin T Blattel, BS
Chelsea M Bommel, BS, Cum Laude
Melissa J Bosch, BSN, Cum Laude
Andrew R Burtt, MBA
Casey A Gagliano, BS, Cum Laude
Sarah E Gibson, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Amanda M Glynn, BA
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Melissa N Hayes, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Julie E Husmann, BS
Jessilyn Jeziorski, BS
Mark E Leist, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Jackie L Marroquin, BSED
Stephanie A Newton, BSN
Meghan S Ohrman, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Katherine L Sgouros, BS
Cory A Teal, BME, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Saint Charles
Kelly M Bextermueller, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Benjamin J Blackman, BS
Raquita K Bolden, BS
Julie N Boyer, BS
Justin W Capar, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Mary K Cartwright, BS
Nicole V Clement, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Ashley C Cole, BS
Hannah M Corrier, BA
Steven P Craven, BS
Nicholas R Davis, BS
Nathan J Duncan, BS, Cum Laude
Cristina M Eck, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Andrew R Harmon, BA
Jacquelyn R Harz, BS
Bryan A Hess, BS
Heather L Hoffman, BS
Jeffrey T Holmes, BS
Jayson C Hunsel, BS
Ryan N Jaspering, BS
Ashley D Jones, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Bryan R Kennedy, BS
Laura K Lancaster, BS, Cum Laude
Kimberly J Loehr, BSED
Alex M McClellan, BFA
Patrick D Miller, BA
Zachary D Mitchum, BS
Caitlin M Mozier, BS, Cum Laude
Clayton G Nienhaus, BS
Tyler David Ostmann, BS
Timothy R Pallett, BS
Sarah E Parson, BS, Cum Laude
Michelle V Pence, BS, Cum Laude
Lindsay Michelle Pittner, BS, Cum Laude
Nicholas Patrick Pryor, BS, Cum Laude
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Michelle R Queensen, BS  
Leah J Randazzo, BS  
Neil M Richter, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Jacqueline H Sage, BS  
Megan E Sale, BS  
Sara C Schleicher, BS, Cum Laude  
Jennifer J Steiner, BS  
Kari L Torkelson, BS  
Joseph C Vance, BS  
Matt C Vanderpluym, BS  
Stephanie R Wieschhaus, BS, Cum Laude  
Jayson S Wilke, BS  
Jason R Yingling, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Saint Peters
Emily A Armstrong, BSN, Cum Laude  
Clayton T Baker, MBA  
Alison M Bitza, BS  
Jamie L Copher, BSN, Magna Cum Laude  
Megan I Daugherty, BFA  
Bria D Davis, BS  
Britani D Davis, BS  
Melissa DelGiudice, BS, Cum Laude  
Brooke E Dickson, BS, Cum Laude  
Kristen M Dozier, BS  
Amanda S Kisker, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Sara R Linn, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Nicholas Masterson, BS  
Megan E McCarthy, MS  
Nicole A Mecker, BS  
Kristen E Roach, BS  
Lindsay R Svoroda, BS  
Cory D Wagemann, BS  
John C Waldrop, BS  
Patrick O Wolz, BS  
Randall J Zaitz, BFA

City: Weldon Spring
Cory C Austin, BS  
Hunter D Bemis, BS  
Tyler J Curtis, MM  
Brandon S Durk, BS  
Lauren M Janoski, BA, Summa Cum Laude  
Christine R Shaw, BS  
Emily J Tod, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Wentzville
Todd J Burkemper, BS
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Christopher McLaren, BS
Andrew J Rothermich, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Clair
City: Osceola
    William S Collins, BSED
    Whitney A Meredith, BSED
    Daniel C Wisner, BS, Magna Cum Laude
City: Schell City
    Brant J Brower, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Francois
City: Bonne Terre
    Brandon J Mahler, MBA
    Stephanie A Rowden, BS
City: Farmington
    Joseph F Engler, BA, Cum Laude
    April L Robertson, BS
    Erica R Simmons, BSN
City: Park Hills
    Steven Jinbao Chau, BS
    Matthew J Shomaker, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis
City: Ballwin
    Lesley J Aron, BS
    Christopher T Belics, BS, Cum Laude
    Kristen E Brossette, BS, Cum Laude
    Kimberly A Buchheit, BS
    Joseph M Burghardt, BS
    Evan M Chester, BS
    Natalie M Como, BSED
    Erin A Cooper, BS
    Lara J Devaney, BS
    Matthias D Ezra, BS
    Benjamin W Feimer, BA
    Anna K Frederick, BS
    Kara E Fryman, BS
    Lucas F Graham, BS
    Sara C Hann, MS
    Andrea E Heath, BS
    David J Herber, BS
    Mark A Hollstein, BS
    Melissa A Lachance, BSED, Cum Laude
    Christopher M Lancaster, BS
    Colleen M Maskell, BS, Cum Laude
    Jessica K Metroff, BA
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Andrew B Millman, BS
Samantha M Moore, BS
Anh Tuan A Nguyen, BS
Jeremiah D Presley, BS
Emma M Richardson, BA
Anthony R Rosso, BS
Arionna C Scott, BA
Julie E Sherman, BS
Victoria-Lynn Smith, BA
Alison E Vaccaro, BS, Cum Laude
Casey M Winzen, BS

City: Brentwood
Faith M White, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Bridgeton
Jeremy R Brandt, MBA
Sean P Brandt, MBA

City: Chesterfield
Stephanie G Adzima, BSED
Molly K Beck, BSED, Cum Laude Cum Laude
Molly K Beck, BA, Cum Laude Cum Laude
David A Beller, MBA, Magna Cum Laude
Kristin Jane Bengtson, BA, Cum Laude
Lauren M Bonfanti, BSED
Blake A Bryant, BS
Daniel W Bush, BS
Tyler R Gehbauer, BS, Cum Laude
Charles S Guariglia, BS
Alexander R Haddad, BS
Thomas E Harsley, BS
Sara N Jolly, BS
Kelley O Lewis, BS
Steve D Ludwinski, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Jamie L Mackoul, BS
Brittany L Ortman, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Amy K Schneider, MS
Bethany Anne Swanger, MS

City: Ellisville
William A Graft, BSED
Corey S Ryan, BS, Cum Laude
Meagan A Sweeney, BS

City: Eureka
Ashton R Brawley, BS
Caitlin M Coughlin, BS
Mary C Dickert, BSN, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Benjamin D Griese, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
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Matthew K Wilson, BS

City: Saint Louis

Travis C Aly, BS
Brian C Andris, BA, Cum Laude
Sara C Barbier, BS
Dana E Becker, DPT
David M Becker, BS, Cum Laude
Hilary M Biggar, BSED
Casey J Billington, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Lauren M Bouckaert, BSN, Cum Laude
Bianca M Boyd, BS
Wyatt J Bussler, BS
Artis Carey, BS
Megan L Carr, BSN
Yevgeniya Chekadanova, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Steven A Crain, BS
Andrew F Davidson, BS
Elbert Davis, BS
Marcus D Deem, BS
Jacqueline G DeLuca, BS
Caroline N Donegan, MBA, Cum Laude
Devon A Douglass, BS
Molly C Everett, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Lisa M Fanetti, BS
Laura A Fauth, BSED
Elizabeth M Finder, BFA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Courtney R Flesch, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Stacy M Fujarski, BS
Sarah L Furey, BS
Jeffrey R Gabris, MBA, Summa Cum Laude
Courtney Gallagher, BS
Alexandra M Gandt, BS
John D Gauthier, BS
Michael G Goldschmidt, BME, Cum Laude
Halyssa A Greene, BS, Cum Laude
Alexander P Grosse, BS
Sarah M Heath, BS
Catherine R Hogenmiller, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Sarah E Howard, BS, Magna Cum Laude
William J Hyde, BS
Ashley L Jones, BS
Michael D Jones, BS
William L Jones, BS
Christopher Kaestner, BS
Brian J Katz, MBA
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Linzi C Scott, BSED  
Samuel W Vaught, BS  

City: Highlandville  
Alyssa F Loveland, BS  

City: Kimberling City  
Emily A Sherman, BS  
Sara M Stafford, BS  

City: Kimberling Cy  
Brooke N Knaust, BS, Cum Laude  
Rachael E Watson, BS  

City: Nixa  
Tyler F Thompson, BS  

City: Reeds Spring  
David Alex Bartlett, MGS  
Angelsalvador Canizalez, BS  
Elizabeth Ann Clevenger, BS  
Tiffany D Feauto, BS  
Laci K Lawlis, BS  
Ryan S Loftin, BSED  

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Sullivan  
City: Milan  
Jeremy L Smith, BS  

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Taney  
City: Branson  
Jonathan W Bobb, BSW  
Kristofer M Booth, BS  
Tessa R Bradford, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Jordana C Fulton, BS  
Carol S Harris, MA  
Barry J Hart, BS  
Tanner Kızılarslan, MGS  
Kathryn Leavitt, MM  
Victoria L Litzau, BS  
Skylar B McKinney, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Brett J McQueen, BS  
Sarah B Morelock, MS  
Mallory Elizabeth Newkirk, BS  
Jordan S Van Horn, BS, Cum Laude  

City: Forsyth  
Erin L Bills, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Alexandra M Dowhan, MBA  
Ashley B Richardson, BS  
Amber N Tunink, MBA  

City: Hollister  
Melissa L Nelson, MSED  
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City:  Kirbyville
      Regina R Grayless, BS
      Matthew C Moore, BS

City:  Merriam Vlg
      Darla K Ford, BSED

City:  Point Lookout
      Daniel Blaine Kline, MS

City:  Powersite
      Crystal Settemo, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College With Distinction in Economics

City:  Ridgedale
      Leslee K Bunch, BS, Cum Laude
      Andy P Hayes, MS
      Lauren E Vaughn, BS

City:  Walnut Shade
      Sandra M Brock, BS
      Bradley N Dolloff, EDS

**State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Texas**

City:  Cabool
      Aaron Daniel Miller, MSED

City:  Houston
      Jonathan R Kinney, MS

City:  Licking
      Cory Christopherson, MAT
      Lucas D Jones, BS

City:  Plato
      Nickolas Allen Openshaw, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

City:  Raymondville
      Cody Lane Nickels, BAS, Cum Laude

City:  Yukon
      Mary A Holder, EDS

**State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Vernon**

City:  El Dorado Springs
      Jennifer E Corbin, MSW

City:  Nevada
      Alyssa N Byers, BS, Cum Laude
      Amber D Jenkins, MAT
      Hannah B Ketteman, MS
      Katie D McLemore, BS, Cum Laude

City:  Schell City
      Nicholas W Rapp, BS

City:  Sheldon
      Ashley L Leininger, BS

**State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Warren**

City:  Innsbrook
      Joshua C Oliver, BS, Cum Laude
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Joshua C Oliver, BS, Cum Laude

City: Marthasville
Paul B Diller, BA, Cum Laude
Andrew J Gildehaus, BS
Katie Marie Schmitt, BFA
Kelly Lynn Schmitt, BFA

City: Warrenton
Cassandra Anderson, BS
Jodie M Elrod, BS
Alexander S Garcia, BS
Holly M Kinney, MACC, in the Honors College Summa Cum Laude

City: Wright City
Nicole Y Benedict, BS, Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Washington

City: Potosi
NaKiesha B Owens, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Wayne

City: Patterson
Kendy C Doolen, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Webster

City: Elkland
Ashley N Lewis, BSED, Cum Laude

City: Fordland
Brittany Dawn Alexander, BS
Michael M Betzen, BS

City: Marshfield
Caroline N Ames, MAT
Patricia E Boshe, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Desiree R Byars, MSW
Linsey D Chadek, BS
Justin M Evans, BS, Cum Laude
Damon C Hibbs, BS
Ashlee N Stater, BS
Corey A Stevens, BS
Garrett A Stevens, BS

City: Niangua
Jennifer R Dampier, BS, Cum Laude
Brenda A Leap, MNAS
Melissa V Morse, BSED

City: Rogersville
Kimberly M Andrieu, MBA
Samantha R Klein, MACC
Velta D Pierce, MSED
Tessa L Sheppard, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Krystal L Zimmerman, BS
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City: Seymour
   Amber L Cook, BSW, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College With Distinction in Social Work
   Melanie D McFarland, MBA
   Lacy A Monteleone, BA

City: Strafford
   Rosalie A Burns, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Wright
City: Grovespring
   Amanda L Sheets, BSED
   Magi Ida Smith, MA

City: Hartville
   Kristi E Ballard, BSED
   Jennifer J Lillard, BS
   Katie E Loomis, BS
   Shanda V Moon, BS

City: Mansfield
   Timothy C Brazeal, MS
   Marien K Byrne, MSED
   Michelle D Schuster, MS
   Jana L Scott, MSN
   Megan C Sowers, BSED, Summa Cum Laude

City: Mountain Grove
   Susan C Emmitt, MSED
   Jennifer R Leggins, BS
   Jade N Manczuk, BS
   Valerie E Naberhuis, MSW, Cum Laude
   Kyle T Todd, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Cumberland
City: Fayetteville
   Catherine P McNaughton, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Wake
City: Cary
   Jessica K Groves, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: NE-Douglas
City: Omaha
   Kyle J Coury, BS, Cum Laude
   Sarah J Downey, BS, Magna Cum Laude
   Christopher T Folk, BS
   Jessica M Lewis, BSED
   Brian J Roling, BS
   Katherine M Wertz, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: NJ-Burlington
City: Mount Holly
   Mark S Graves, BS

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: NJ-Middlesex
   City: Edison
       Maulshree Sain, MBA
State and County of Primary Residence: NM-McKinley
   City: Gallup
       Rockelle R Hunt, BAS
State and County of Primary Residence: NM-San Juan
   City: Farmington
       William M McDonald, MS
State and County of Primary Residence: NV-Clark
   City: Henderson
       Rebecca A Husney, BS, Magna Cum Laude
   City: Las Vegas
       Addie M Foley, BS
State and County of Primary Residence: NY-Niagara
   City: Lockport
       Lauren M Clark, BFA, With Distinction in Dance Cum Laude in the Honors College
State and County of Primary Residence: NY-Queens
   City: Whitestone
       Jennifer P Vargas, BS
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Butler
   City: West Chester
       Jacob L Kurtz, BA
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Cuyahoga
   City: Rocky River
       Katharine H Foster, MS
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Franklin
   City: Columbus
       Kelly M Irwin, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
   City: Grove City
       Bradley J Huffman, MS
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Greene
   City: Dayton
       Katie A Streck, MS
   City: Wpafb
       Emily A Hendricks, BS, Summa Cum Laude
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Hamilton
   City: Cincinnati
       Brian Patrick Lynch, MA
       Sara A Staubach, BS, Cum Laude
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Logan
   City: Bellefontaine
       Jenae L Wolf, MS

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Montgomery
City: Dayton
Rajesh Kumar Selvaraj, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Caddo
City: Hinton
Annie Pearson, MNAS

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Canadian
City: Mustang
Jonathan P Miller, BFA

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Comanche
City: Lawton
Kurt Jn Marie, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Logan
City: Edmond
Melissa N Busby, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Noble
City: Perry
Krissi Ellen Mueller, BAS

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Oklahoma
City: Oklahoma City
Lauren E McGinley, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Osage
City: Tulsa
Justin E Fuselier, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Ottawa
City: Bluejacket
Candace Lea Hayward, MSW

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Rogers
City: Claremore
Ruth L Thompson, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Tulsa
City: Tulsa
Alisha M Dye, BS
Stephanie J Else, AUD
Molly S Royce, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: OR-Multnomah
City: Portland
Shawna L O’Neal, MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: OR-Washington
City: Portland
James Foutch, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: PA-Allegheny
City: Pittsburgh
Paul J Paradise, BS

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  PA-Bucks
  City:  Richboro
        Adam Jason Shusterman, MS
State and County of Primary Residence:  PA-Erie
  City:  Edinboro
        Andrew T Wilson, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  PA-Lycoming
  City:  Trout Run
        Sara A Hudak, MS
State and County of Primary Residence:  TN-Bradley
  City:  Cleveland
        Samantha J Kanatzar, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  TN-Knox
  City:  Knoxville
        Sarah E Bennett, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
State and County of Primary Residence:  TN-Sumner
  City:  Hendersonville
        Kun Nyak Chamjock, BS
        Kari B Crimmons, BSED
State and County of Primary Residence:  TN-Tipton
  City:  Covington
        Elizabeth D Grisham, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Collin
  City:  Plano
        Ciro M Sauaia, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Denton
  City:  Corinth
        Jonathan J Morgan, BS
  City:  Flower Mound
        Amanda R Craig, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
  City:  Lewisville
        Michele A Smith, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Hidalgo
  City:  Pharr
        Kimberly Diana Herrejon, MS
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Montgomery
  City:  Spring
        Emily S White, BA, Summa Cum Laude
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Smith
  City:  Flint
        Laurie L Washington, MS, Cum Laude
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Tarrant
  City:  Hurst
        Heidi D Diederich, BA

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  TX-Travis
   City:  Austin
   Cylie Lynn Cornell, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  Unknown
   City:
   Jessica R Anderson, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
   Alicia R Aubuchon, BA
   Brycen C Baker, BS
   Thomas J Black, BS
   Luyan Chu, BS, Cum Laude
   Ryan S Fossier, BMUS
   Cynthia A Freeman, BS
   Jessica C Gallegos, BFA, Cum Laude
   Ruoran Guo, BS
   Korin R Hannah, MS
   Jennifer Ann Jackson, MA
   Jody L Jarrett, MSED
   Yangil Kim, BS
   Ruohao Liu, BS
   Xinyu Liu, BS
   Joshua D Lumos, BS
   Nannan Ma, BS
   Shayne L Martin, MS
   Erin E Matthews, MAT
   Kalyan Srinivas Muppavarapu, MPH
   Mohamed Ould Ahmed Ould Elhadj, BS
   Bradford T Owens, BS
   Daniel J Ragon, MBA
   Gil H Richardson, BS
   Clayton J Ritchie, BS, Cum Laude
   Eric D Sang, BS
   Jessica D Shepard, MBA
   Justin L Shore, BS
   Josh T Smith, MS
   Justin W Stringer, BS
   Shimei Sun, BS, Cum Laude
   Durand L Taylor, BS
   Weiqi Wang, BS, Cum Laude
   Xin Wang, MA
   Amy D Whitson, MA
   Yun Zhou, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  VA-Arlington
   City:  Arlington
   Sean P Kinne, MS
   Aubrey E McCormick, BS

This list contains Spring 2011 graduation candidates as of Friday, May 13, 2011. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official Spring 2011 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
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